English
We will be exploring the wonders of narrative writing –
linking to the Sci-Fi genre!
-Classic Sci-Fi narratives unpicked
-Character and setting analyses and development
- Focus on dialogue and inner monologue of characters
-Creating our story maps with problems and resolutions.
-Writing our own narratives in the style of a Sci-Fi text.

SPAG

Maths

- Character and setting development using a range of
figurative language (metaphors, similes,
personification and onomatopoeia).

We will be exploring and deepening our
understanding of the following areas:

-Focus on creating atmosphere and integrating
dialogue to convey character and advance action (the
crowd gasped, she bellowed).

-Measurement (length, mass, area, volume, time,
etc.)
-Properties of shapes (lines and angles)
-Reflections and translations of shapes
-Statistics (interpreting data in tables and graphs)

- Using expanded noun phases to add detail to our
characters and settings.

Final applying what we know to solving reasoning
problems!

Science
This term we are becoming ‘Space Presenters’:
-learning and sharing what we know about the solar
system.
- Getting to grips with planetary scales, sundials and time
zones.
-Analysing the movements of the earth and moon –
creating a moon month diary.

Kingfishers Topic Web
– Spring T4
Home Learning
-Read at least 3x per week
-TT Rockstars
-Spelling Test every Friday

PE
We will focus on hockey this upcoming term! Bring your kit
Wednesdays and swimming will continue as scheduled.
Art
We will be analysing impressionist art from the great Monet to
Cezanne. Learning the features of impressionist art, famous
pieces of work and techniques used.
Finally completing our own modern take on ‘Impressionism’

RE
We will learn about religious practices, lifestyles
and how geographical location affects religious
beliefs and traditions.
PSHE
We will focus on “Going Green”, how we can
help keep our planet clean and why.

Geography
We will be exploring the world around us with the
help of the following geographical skills:
-reading atlases, maps, globes, GPS to locate and
describe countries
-use compass, key, and symbols to read a map
-observe, measure, and record human and physical
features
Music
We will study music from different cultures and
traditions from around the world.
Design and Technology
Kingfishers will be using what they have learnt
from ‘Going Green’ to upscale materials/objects
which otherwise would have been thrown away.

